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Abstract
Crowd modeling and simulation (M&S) has been used to support the analysis of the behavior of crowds, in order to predict the impact of pedestrian movement and to test design alternatives. In recent years, crowd M&S has become more
complex, and new technologies such as CAD (computer-aided design) and BIM (building information modeling) authoring tools are being used to support the process. There are challenges in adopting these technologies due to the lack of
automation and integration of these tools for crowd M&S. We propose a method based on a distributed architecture
with simulation in the cloud, and composition using workflows. In particular, we adopt a model-driven engineering
approach to extract data from CAD/BIM authoring tools, Cell-DEVS theory for crowd modeling, simulation as a service
to execute simulation remotely, and three-dimensional visualization. Finally, we present a case study for crowd evacuation, discussing the advantages of the proposed architecture. We show the advantages obtained when using distributed
deployment, simulation-based design and collaborative development and we discuss how this facilitates the crowd behavior study and improves reusability in crowd M&S.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, the population in public areas and transportation facilities has become much denser. This situation
has potentially increased problems in terms of human
safety. Numerous incidents and accidents with crowds
have been recorded recently;1 thus, predicting and trying
to control the behavior of a crowd is an important issue.
Modeling and simulation (M&S) can support the analysis of such behavior, and it can help designers to evaluate
the performance of their designs. Designers can use crowd
M&S to find flaws in particular areas of their buildings or
urban area designs before the construction has begun. In
particular, crowd modeling aims to define the behavior of
a crowd in a given area, while crowd simulation focuses
on executing one such model in order to predict the impact
of crowd movement under different situations.2
Crowd modeling is complex due to numerous factors:
physical (position, direction, speed, etc.), psychological
(stress, panic, etc.), social (culture, regulations, flocking,
etc.) and others.3 These factors are closely related to the
area where the crowds are studied (e.g., traffic intersections, shopping malls). To better study the behavior of a

crowd in the design of a building or city section, we need
to use a large amount of data (for instance, the layout
information of a traffic intersection could be used as input
for a crowd model). Nowadays, new technologies and
tools are available to manage this kind of data. For
instance, building designers use CAD (computer-aided
design) tools to improve the quality of building and urban
designs, and to enhance communication with stakeholders.
BIM (building information modeling) tools are also used
with this purpose: a BIM application usually includes
CAD facilities enhanced with varied databases for managing the buildings’ data.4 The data of these tools can be
used as crowd model inputs (e.g., the layout of the building or the coordinates of objects in a facility under study),
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and the tools can be used for three-dimensional (3D)
visualization, taking advantage of advanced visualization
of the crowd simulation results.5 By doing this, the
designers can efficiently view, analyze and refine the
design with different scenarios.6
At present, crowd M&S lacks integration with advanced
CAD/BIM tools. When a designer wants to evaluate a
building design, they need to extract data from the building
design, build a crowd model with this data, execute simulation experiments, and study the simulation results; however, there is no method to integrate all the activities. As
discussed by Zhou et al.,7 this is a complex and important
problem to solve. Although there are various tools to support the activities mentioned above, they cannot be integrated: each tool has its own functionality, syntax,
semantic and structure, which makes the communication
between them hard. For instance, a simulator can record
state changes, while a visualization tool cannot animate
these changes due to the lack of some information needed
for visualization that the simulator does not provide. Most
of the recent work in this area has focused on two-part
integrations of these activities, and they are neither formalized nor automated. Various efforts have focused on the
integration of crowd models and their simulations.7–9
Likewise, crowd simulation and visualization has received
some attention.10,11 In contrast, the integration of CAD
and crowd M&S is still limited12,13 and the integration
with BIM tools has been rarely investigated.14
The goal of this research is to provide an architecture to
allow a better integration of crowd M&S with CAD/BIM
tools and visualization. To do so, we need to deal with the
following issues.
1)

2)

3)

4)

We need to automate the use of CAD/BIM to provide model inputs. Many CAD/BIM tools use standard files based on the industry foundation classes
(IFCs). However, this standard is too complex and
redundant, and files are difficult to understand.15
Furthermore, the standard cannot cover all the
information needed for specific simulations.16
Crowd M&S itself is complex due to not only the
factors mentioned earlier, but also in terms of performance. As the model size becomes larger, the
simulation execution time becomes unfeasible for
doing proper analysis.7
Usually, a crowd model is associated with a specific simulator running on a standalone workstation. Running new simulations needs installation
and configuration of the simulator. This requires
simulation expertise, which makes it difficult for
casual users to execute new crowd models.
The integration process involves different activities. However, it is complex for building designers
to link the solutions of these activities and to reproduce the whole process.

To deal with these issues, we defined an integrated architecture to combine crowd M&S, CAD/BIM tools and 3D
visualization. The architecture includes three layers: a
component layer (to provide different components focusing on different aspects of the crowd modeling process), a
composition layer (to define workflows to integrate those
components) and an application layer (to allow users building crowd M&S applications easily).
In order to address the issue of the redundant information found in the IFC files, we adopt a model-driven engineering (MDE) approach. MDE can help users defining
domain-specific models (DSMs) for particular simulation
purposes, as well as supporting automatic or semiautomatic model transformations. We propose a MDEbased semi-automatic data collection method to query the
information needed from IFC files, and to generate the initial files for crowd models.
For modeling crowds, we used various models built
using Cell-DEVS theory,17 a rule-based, event-driven, formal mechanism to define these behaviors. Cell-DEVS
helps dealing with modeling complexity.
Simulation as a service (SimaaS) is a method to deploy
simulation resources (e.g., simulators, models, input data)
in the cloud, using web services (WSs) for users to access
these resources. Users can share crowd models, reproduce
the execution of crowd simulations and retrieve the simulation results remotely. In order to match the actual computational demands, SimaaS also allows the users to scale
up or down the underlying compute and storage capacities
according to their needs.
In order to integrate and automate the whole process,
we use workflows. A workflow links different efforts mentioned above and reproduces the whole process.
In order to show the uses of the proposed architecture
and the methods we defined, we present a case study for
evacuation in a shopping mall. We show two ways of collecting data from BIM tools. We also discuss the steps to
build a crowd model using Cell-DEVS theory, as well as
executing the simulation using SimaaS. Furthermore, we
show how to integrate the simulation results with 3D
visualization. Finally, we show how to automate the execution of the whole process.
The following sections focus on presenting guidelines
and solutions for the integration of crowd M&S and CAD/
BIM tools. The proposed architecture has several advantages as follows.
- It supports a distributed way to deploy components
(e.g., data collection, 3D visualization). It allows
deploying these components in the cloud and using
workflows to automate the whole process. Users can
deploy their own components and link them as parts
of a workflow.
- It supports simulation-based design of buildings or
urban areas. The designers can repeat and modify
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existing workflows to test different designs, enabling
them to compare alternatives, and to find flaws in
the design. This can speed up their decision-making
before construction has begun.
- It supports collaborative development of crowd
M&S. Users from different disciplines (e.g., building designers, modelers, crowd behavior analysts)
can work together. Users can focus on the development of their own components and share them with
others, reusing existing components.
In the following sections we will focus on these advantages
(i.e., distributed deployment, simulation-based design and
collaborative development), showing how the proposed
architecture is able to facilitate the behavior study of
crowds and improve the reusability in crowd M&S.

2. Related work
Crowd modeling aims to define the behavior of a crowd in
an area of interest. The kind of behavior is usually related
to the movement of individuals. In Hoogendoorn and
Bovy,2 the authors presented a three-level theory on the
behavior of crowds: the strategic level, the tactical level
and the operational level. The strategic level reflects the
general decisions for the crowd (e.g., opening more doors
during rush hours). The tactical level defines the time and
space constraints of the crowd. The time constraints reflect
if the people in the crowd are in a hurry, and the space constraints define how much space they need. The operational
level defines concrete rules for the crowd behavior (e.g.,
where to move, how long to wait).
According to Zhou et al.,7 the modeling approaches for
the above behavior of crowds can be divided into three
categories: flow, agent and entity-based. Flow-based modeling focuses more on the higher levels of the behavior of
crowds (e.g., strategic and tactical). It treats the crowd as a
whole (like a fluid), and the crowd is modeled using differential equations.18,19 For instance, in Werberich et al.,20
the authors presented a crowd model based on friction
force equations. Agent and entity-based approaches focus
on the operational level of the behavior, seeing each individual as an independent agent whose behavior is controlled by specific laws.21,22 For instance, in Bae et al.,23
the authors developed an agent-based model for a crowd
evacuation in a city during a bombardment. Entity-based
models separate the crowd into homogeneous groups, and
the behavior of each group is defined by a set of rules.24
In agent-based models, each individual is governed by
rules that only work for that individual. In contrast, in
entity-based models, the crowd is separated into groups,
and entities in the same group share common rules, which
make it easier for management and extension. Agentbased approaches usually require more resources due to
the independent processing for each individual.7

In recent years, entity-based approaches have gained
much attention. In particular, cellular automata (CA) have
been widely used for modeling entity-based crowds. CA
divide a physical space into a grid of cells. Each cell
changes its value based on the values of its neighbors following predefined rules.25 In Hoogendoorn and Bovy,2 the
authors divided such rules into three categories: moving
direction, collision avoidance and speed adjustment.
Blue and Adler26 presented a CA for a unidirectional
crowd flow over a multilane walkway. In Song et al.,27 a
multi-cell crowd model was presented for a simple evacuation case. In Yue et al.,28 the authors presented a CA
with a two-step approach that allows handling collisions
when two pedestrians want to move in the same cell. In
Henein and White,9 the authors argued that the forces
that impose on cells (e.g., preferred direction) are essential, and they added vector-based information to each
cell. Tao and Jun10 proposed an improved CA model for
bi-directional crowd flow. They believed that the position exchange and side-stepping movement in a bidirectional flow were more complicated than the ones in
a unidirectional flow.
In this research, we used the Cell-DEVS formalism17 as
an entity-based approach similar to CA. Cell-DEVS is an
extension to the DEVS (discrete-event system specification) formalism29 to model cell spaces. In Cell-DEVS,
each cell in the space is represented as a DEVS atomic
model that changes state according to the values of its
neighbors following the rules defined by a local computing
function. Similar to entity-based approaches, Cell-DEVS
requires fewer resources and is able to build models easily
by sharing rules in groups.7,30 Cell-DEVS is event-driven
and provides asynchronous execution, ignoring unnecessary processing in cells that are inactive; therefore, it is
suitable for large-size and long-term crowd simulations.
The formalism supports explicit timing constructions that
allow a modeler to define complex timing in each cell
(which is not allowed by methods like CA, or it can be
complex to define). Being derived from DEVS, it provides
a formal M&S specification, which allows one to prove
properties about the models and the simulation engines
running them. It supports fast prototyping and incremental
development. Finally, it has been proven that it can be easily interfaced with other components.17 The CD++ tool17
provides an environment to execute DEVS and Cell-DEVS
models.
In recent years, various Cell-DEVS models have been
developed for modeling different applications in the field
of architecture, construction and transportation. In Ahmed
et al.,31 a Cell-DEVS model of diffusion-limited aggregation showed the integration of construction modeling tools.
As a case study, a Cell-DEVS model of the growth of
mold in building was implemented, and Autodesk Revit (a
BIM application) was used for collecting building data
and 3ds Max for visualization. In Hammad and Zhang,32
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the authors used Cell-DEVS models for construction sites,
trying to deal with conflict analysis in cranes. In a 2012
study,33 we introduced the use of Cell-DEVS theory for
crowd modeling, showing how to build bi-directional
pedestrian models. In our 2013 study,34 an advanced
crowd model using Cell-DEVS was presented, taking into
consideration random movement and varied speed of the
crowds.
In crowd modeling, we need information about the
studied area (e.g., floor layout, location of doors, etc.).
This data is usually available in CAD/BIM tools. CAD
tools describe the data in geometry. If designers want to
modify a line, they need to change all the data related to
the line. In contrast, BIM views everything as objects, so
designers can modify the parameters of the object without
changing other data. Although CA and Cell-DEVS can
model the behavior of crowds, the integration of these
models and CAD tools is limited (and even rare with BIM
tools). Most CAD tools do not support this kind of data
collection, and designers should do this manually, which
is time-consuming and error-prone. In Sano et al.,12 the
authors showed a method to collect room information
from a CAD system as input data for a crowd model.
However, the rooms that they used are of simple shape.
STEPS35 is a micro-simulation tool for crowd movement
analysis that supports importing CAD geometry. STEPS is
an agent-based approach, and each person defined has specific attributes. In Lo et al.,36 the authors proposed a preprocessing engine to transform spatial information of
CAD to the inputs of their spatial-grid evacuation model
(SGEM). This engine is complex to use due to the uses of
a series of different equations.
Most CAD tools support BIM to create, manage and
exchange information. However, to date it has been rare to
integrate BIM with crowd modeling. For instance, none of
the data collection tools above has been integrated with
BIM tools. BIM tools usually use the standard IFCs,14,15
which are supported also by many CAD tools. The IFC file
covers the core project information, such as building elements and geometric and material properties.37 The current
standard, IFC2x3, has 653 entities, 317 property sets and
164 enumerations (at the time of writing, IFC2x4 had just
been released). Given the popularity of IFC in CAD/BIM,
we need a data collection strategy to extract needed data
from IFC files. However, the IFC files are too complicated
and redundant, which makes it difficult to query them.38
The IFC is complex, as it intends to cover all design
domains in one file, which can include a large number of
information from many disciplines. Furthermore, the IFC
file might not cover all the information needed for a specific simulation.16 MDE can help with these issues. Jiang
et al.16 used a MDE approach to parse IFC files into a
model for saving building energy. MDE can help users to
define DSMs for particular purposes, as well as supporting
auto/semi-automatic model transformation.39 In MDE,

data exchanges from a source instance to a target instance.
MDE supports tools to define mappings between models;
using the mappings and a source instance, MDE also supports tools to generate the target instance.
Once the crowd model is created, and the input data for
the area under study is available, we need to execute a
number of simulation studies. In most cases, the simulation
is run on standalone computers, which means that the users
need to install and configure them properly. Instead, using
web-based simulation and SimaaS, this is not necessary.
Web-based simulation tries to invoke simulation services
through the web,40 allowing the simulation environment to
be shared and reused. Existing simulation-related WSs can
be categorized into two classes: RESTful41 and simple
object access protocol (SOAP)-based.42 SOAP-based WSs
are exposed as in remote procedure calls (RPCs). They
encapsulate various procedures on the server that can be
invoked like local procedures (described in extensible
markup language (XML) web services description language (WSDL) documents). At runtime, the client wraps
the SOAP messages in hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP),
and POSTs the SOAP message to the server. When the
server receives the message, it extracts it using a procedure
call. The response of the server is similar. For instance, in
Madhoun,43 Madhoun et al.44 and Wainer et al.,45 we
define the first distributed DEVS simulation environment
over SOAP and user-controlled light paths (using
CaNet*4, Geantoptical networks infrastructure). As discussed by Wagh and Thool,46 SOAP WSs have shortcomings compared to RESTful WSs. In the SOAP, client–
server interaction is tightly coupled, which means any
changes on the server result in a complex code change on
the client. Also, the SOAP has a heavier payload as compared to representational state transfer (REST), as it consumes more bandwidth in the XML messages, and it
exposes details of internal implementation, which makes
them harder to develop. These issues were thoroughly
investigated and discussed by Al-Zoubi and Wainer.47,48
Based on those studies, and even though there are various
SOAP DEVS simulators,49–52 we defined the first
RESTful distributed DEVS simulator.48
Compared to SOAP, RESTful WSs imitate the web
interoperability style, using universally accepted standards,
resource-orientation, uniform channels and information
hiding. RESTful WSs expose all services as resources with
uniform channels, and messages are transferred between
those resources through the channels. We can access
RESTful WSs via uniform resource identifiers (URIs) with
XML messages using HTTP methods. We can view these
methods as uniform channels: GET (to read the resource
or get its status), PUT (to create or update the resource),
POST (to append data to the resource) and DELETE (to
remove the resource). Our RESTful distributed simulation
is the RESTful interoperability simulation environment
(RISE). The main objective of RISE is to support
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interoperability of distributed simulations regardless of the
model formalisms, model languages or simulation engines.
In recent years, new technologies based on WSs have
been introduced, including cloud computing.53 Cloud
computing can be used for building a simulation environment in a pay-as-you-go fashion, and computing and storage capacities can be increased or decreased according to
current usage. It reduces cost in hardware and IT: a cloud
provider provides an efficient and affordable computing
infrastructure without needing expensive infrastructures.
SimaaS can take advantage of the existing technologies in
cloud computing – load balancing, fault tolerance and
security – while allowing the users to scale up or down the
underlying compute and storage capacities according to
their needs.54 This allows one to develop SimaaS, taking
the advantages of the cloud computing services (e.g.,
infrastructure as a service [IaaS], platform as a service
[PaaS] and software as a service [SaaS]).55 Although there
is no commonly accepted definition for SimaaS, its main
focus is on delivering simulation services in the cloud.
SimaaS can be used for crowd M&S, allowing users to
execute crowd models and obtain simulation results remotely. Then, using two-dimensional (2D) and 3D visualization can provide an intuitive way to show the simulation
results, allowing one to observe the results better and to
predict the impact of the crowd movement. At present, due
to the limitations in integration of tools, using 3D visualization in CAD/BIM tools for crowd M&S is also limited. In
Tao and Jun,10 a CA-based model was integrated with a 3D
virtual reality engine. A similar visualization tool was
developed in Castonguay and Wainer11 using Blender. In
Ahmed et al.,56 we built a prototype interfacing virtual reality software and distributed simulation. However, efforts
like these ones used general-purpose tools, and the users
needed to adapt them to build their visualizations.57
In summary, at present the integration efforts among
CAD/BIM tools, crowd modeling, simulation and visualization are limited. In Wang et al.,33 we presented an integrated framework combining BIM tools and CD++ for a
test case focusing on building evacuation simulation. In
Wang et al.,58 we presented a revised scalable integration
framework, taking into consideration the IFC standard and
RISE. However, the integration of these components was
not formalized or automated, which makes it hard to reproduce the whole process. Some authors proposed to do this
by using workflows to link components, by connecting
their inputs and outputs. In Rybacki et al.,59 the authors
adapted the concepts of business process modeling (BPM)
and workflows to formalize the M&S process. In Ribault
and Wainer,60 the authors used Taverna,61 which provides
a compact set of functional modules for building workflows, in order to automate the simulation process. In
Cicirelli et al.,62 the authors presented a new workflow
approach with timing constrains by using time stream Petri
nets (TSPNs). However, none of the above workflows has

considered the integration of crowd M&S with CAD/BIM
tools and visualization.

3. An architecture for defining
and integrating crowd modeling
applications
Assume a construction project that needs to study a crowd
scenario in which building designers of a public area (e.g.,
a railway station) want to evaluate the behavior of the
crowd during peak hours. In the area under study, the flow
of the crowd is bi-directional; people tend to move forward, but they can change direction if blocked, and can
sidestep to avoid collisions.2 Let us also assume that the
building designers have used BIM tools for their design,
and want to integrate the crowd model to improve decision-making. We want to use the BIM floor plan as model
inputs, and the BIM tools to visualize simulation results.
As discussed earlier, there are many issues in this process: the redundancy of CAD/BIM files, the complexity of
the crowd models, the configuration of the simulator,
repeatability, reuse, etc. As discussed in Section 2, there is
no well-established method to integrate, formalize and
automate all these activities. In order to deal with these
issues, we propose the following layered architecture.
The architecture presented in Figure 1 focuses on integrating the different aspects of the crowd M&S with CAD/
BIM tools, and it is organized in three layers as follows.
1) The component layer is responsible for deploying
user-developed components in the cloud. We need
components for each of the activities required in the
crowd M&S process, specifically the following.
a) Cell-DEVS modeling: it is used for building
crowd models using Cell-DEVS theory.
Currently various Cell-DEVS crowd models
are available (e.g., bi-directional, unidirectional, multi-floor) and they can be expanded
and modified easily.
b) Data collection: it is used to extract data from
the designs. This is done automatically using
MDE techniques. It can retrieve information
from CAD/BIM tools to a DSM instance. Then,
this instance can generate inputs for the crowd
model.
c) SimaaS: it is used to run crowd simulation
experiments using WSs. We use RESTful WSs
for building and executing crowd simulations
remotely.
d) 3D visualization: it is responsible for visualizing the results. We defined a mechanism for
parsing the simulation results and for visualizing them directly in CAD/BIM tools. This
visualization component can be easily
customized.
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Figure 1. Integrated three-layer architecture for crowd modeling and simulation. CAD: computer-aided design; BIM: building
information modeling; DEVS: discrete-event system specification; SimaaS: simulation as a service; 3D: three-dimensional.

These components are independent from each other,
and they use well-defined interfaces to interconnect. This
layer also helps the users to orchestrate components in the
cloud, allowing them to be reusable and accessible. The
cloud server supports the necessary hardware dependencies for these components, allowing them to be ready to
use and composed.
2) The composition layer is responsible for defining
workflows to formalize the integration of components and automate its execution, as discussed earlier. Users can easily replace components and
modify the workflow for their particular purposes.
Besides, these workflows can be stored in a workflow repository, allowing users to share and reuse
them.
3) The application layer is responsible for collaboration
in a simulation-based design process, allowing
designers to build crowd M&S easily. The designers
do not need to care about the workflow details: they
need to choose a workflow, and to provide a CAD/
BIM design file as the workflow input. Then, they
wait for the end of the workflow and visualize the
results. In addition, they can analyze the crowd
simulation results, evaluate their design and restart
the process.
This architecture involves three kinds of users as
follows.
1.

The multi-domain providers are specialists from
different disciplines who can provide alternative
components. These are software engineers building
low-level components as SimaaS.

2.

3.

The workflow engineers are experts for designing
and managing the workflows of the components.
We have defined varied workflows using Taverna,
and other engineers can change them.
The designers are end users, who start the execution
of a workflow and analyze the behaviors of crowds.
These are the target users of the architecture.

The layered architecture divides the responsibilities of the
integration task into different levels. Each kind of user can
focus on their own task, and it makes easy for them to collaborate. The architecture provides the following advantages.




Distributed deployment, which is done by using the
proposed component-oriented approach and cloud
computing. Components hide their design and
implementation details, providing their functionalities using well-defined interfaces. As the architecture deploys these components in the cloud, the
users do not need to worry about hardware installation and computational limitations. Section 4 will
discuss more details about these components related
to crowd M&S.
Simulation-based design using workflows to integrate crowd M&S with CAD/BIM tools. The workflows automate the integration of the crowd M&S
components, including data collection, modeling,
simulation and 3D visualization. It also makes it easier to add new components as a part of a workflow
(e.g., statistics, verification and validation). The
designers can repeat and modify existing workflows
to test options, not worrying about the implementation. This enables them to compare alternatives, and
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Figure 2. Associating the integrated three-layer architecture
with the architecture for modeling and simulation.

execution of the whole process. In addition, one significant difference of these two architectures is that our proposed architecture can provide applications for the
designers. Instead of considering all aspects of the M&S
lifecycle, our proposed architecture focuses on the integration of CAD/BIM tools and crowd M&S. It allows users
to deploy different components (e.g., data collection and
3D visualization) in the cloud, and compose them using
workflows.

4. Cell-DEVS modeling, computer-aided
design/building information modeling
improve decision-making before construction has
integration and simulation as a service
begun. Section 5 will discuss more about the compoin the cloud
sition of components by using workflows.


Collaborative development of crowd M&S applications. Users from different disciplines (e.g., modelers, builders, architects, workflow engineers, crowd
behavior analysts) can work together. Users for the
component layer (multi-domain providers) can focus
on the development of their components and share
them. Users for the composition layer (workflow
engineers) can provide different workflows to combine components by calling their interfaces. Users
from the application layer (designers) can find and
execute workflows to study the behavior of the
crowds in a particular area. The case study shown in
Section 6 will explain more about this point.

This layered architecture for crowd M&S matches other
existing M&S conceptual layers, particularly the architecture for M&S presented by Mittal et al.63 The architecture
for M&S divides related M&S aspects into seven layers.
Here, we correlate our proposed architecture with it
(Figure 2). The network layer in the architecture for M&S
deals with underlying infrastructure and connecting networks issues. In our proposed architecture, all the components are deployed in the cloud. The cloud supports the
underlying infrastructure and reliable network capacities.
The execution layer in the architecture for M&S deals
with the software that executes the models. In our proposed architecture, the execution of models is carried out
using the SimaaS services in the component layer. The
modeling layer in the architecture for M&S deals with the
development of models. In our proposed architecture, we
use Cell-DEVS theory as the modeling formalism to
model the behavior of crowds. The Cell-DEVS models
work as components and are stored in the cloud. The collaboration layer in the architecture for M&S deals with
the collaboration and integration to achieve an overall
goal. In our proposed architecture, the composition layer
enables the workflow engineers to define workflows,
which can integrate components and automate the

In this section, we will present more details of each component introduced in Section 3, and we will show how they
deal with the issues discussed earlier.

4.1 Crowd modeling using Cell-DEVS
Let us consider the bi-directional crowd scenario we discussed earlier. The area under study is divided into a grid
of cells, each covering approximately 0.4 3 0.4 m2 (the
typical space in a dense crowd). Each cell can be occupied
by a person or an obstacle. Since the crowd is bi-directional, only S/N pedestrians are needed. We consider constant speed (about 1 m/s), so it takes a person 400 ms to
cross a cell. Individuals try to move forward avoiding collisions, as seen in Figure 3.
People try to move forward, and change directions if the
path is blocked (Figures 3(a)–(e)). Figure 3(b) shows that a
person can move to the right or left. To avoid collisions, if
more than one person wants to move to the same cell, we
decide who can do it. (Figures 3(f)–(h), where two persons
want to move to the N of the center. In order to avoid the
collision, the person in the center changes direction).
All the behaviors in Figure 3 have been defined as rules
in Cell-DEVS. In this case, the states of each cell can be
defined as: empty (state 0), occupied by an N pedestrian
(state 1), occupied by an S pedestrian (state 2) or an obstacle (state 3). In CD++, the behavior of a Cell-DEVS
model is defined as a set of rules with format
\ VALUE . \ DELAY . \ PRECONDITION . (when
the PRECONDITION is satisfied, the state of the cell
changes to the assigned VALUE, which is transmitted after
a DELAY). Variations in speed can be modeled using different DELAYs.34
Let us define the CD++ rules for Figures 3(b) and (c).
If the cell to the N is occupied, the N pedestrian will move
to a preferred direction (here, if the cell to the E is unoccupied, and no other pedestrian is trying to move to that cell,
we move to the E). The corresponding rules are as follows:
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Figure 3. Crowd behaviors: (a) move forward; (b)–(e) change
direction; (f)–(h) avoid collision.

Figure 4. Moving direction scenarios in CD++
Cell-DEVS crowd model.

of a

Rule : 0 400 {(0,0)=1 and (-1,0)!=0 and
(0,1)=0 and (-1,1)!=2 and (1,1)!=1}
Rule : 1 400 {(0,0)=0 and (0,-1)=1 and
(-1,-1)!=0 and (-1,0)!=2 and (1,0)!=1}
The first rule is for an N pedestrian leaving from the current cell(0,0). This rule is executed when cell(-1,0)
is not empty, cell(0,1) is empty, and the cells around
cell(0,1) do not contain people. The second rule is a
symmetric rule for an N pedestrian entering the current
cell from cell(0,-1). This rule is executed when the current cell is empty, cell(0,-1) contains an N pedestrian,
the cell(-1,-1) is not available, and no other pedestrian
is trying to enter the current cell.
Another example can be seen in Figures 3(f) and (g):
when an N pedestrian and an S pedestrian are trying to move
to the same cell, the N pedestrian will move to the E if the
cell to the E is unoccupied, and no other pedestrian is going
to take that cell. The corresponding rules are as follows:
Rule: 0 400 {(0,0)=1 and (1,0)=0 and (-2,0)
=2 and (0,1)=0 and (-1,1)!=2 and (1,1)!=1}
Rule: 1 400 {(0,0)=0 and (0,-1)=1 and(-2,-1)
=2 and (-1,-1)=0 and(-1,0)!=2 and (1,0)!=1}
The first rule is for a person leaving from the current cell. In
this case, a collision could happen if the person in cell(0,0)
is an N pedestrian and the person in cell(-2,0) is an
S pedestrian, and both of them want to enter cell(-1,0). In
order to avoid this collision, the person in cell(0,0) moves
to the E. The second rule is for an N pedestrian in cell(0,
-1)entering the current cell. This is a rule symmetric to the
previous one, and it has similar conditions.
The following figures show some simulation tests based
on the rules presented above using CD++. The first example, presented in Figure 4, shows the correct execution of
the behaviors (e.g., moving forward and changing direction
if blocked).
At the bottom left of Figure 4, an N pedestrian in Cell
A faces an S pedestrian in Cell B. However, since another
S pedestrian in Cell C wants to move to Cell B, the N

Figure 5. Avoidance collision scenarios in CD++ of a
Cell-DEVS crowd model.

pedestrian in Cell A waits. Similarly, in the center of the
figure, an S pedestrian in Cell X has space to the W.
However, since an N pedestrian in Cell Y wants to take
that cell, the S pedestrian in Cell X waits (the rules for
moving forward have higher priority than the rules for
sidestepping).
The second example presented here shows how collisions are avoided. At the bottom-left of Figure 5, there is a
potential collision (the pedestrian in Cell A is going N, and
the pedestrian in Cell B is going S). To avoid this collision,
they will try to move to their right. For the S pedestrian in
Cell B, there is an available cell to the W, so this S pedestrian moves to the W. The N pedestrian in Cell A has an
available cell to the E, but there is an S pedestrian in Cell C
in the NE. Since Cell C has a higher priority to move forward, the N pedestrian in Cell A waits. A similar situation
happens in the upper part of the figure: the S pedestrian in
Cell X moves forward to the S, the S pedestrian in Cell Y
waits and the N pedestrian in Cell Z moves to the E.

4.2 Data collection from CAD/BIM
In order to start a simulation for the crowd model mentioned above, we need the layout information of the studied area. As we discussed in Section 2, we can collect this
kind of information from the IFC files available in most
CAD/BIM.
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Figure 6. Data exchange among the elements involved in the
industry foundation class (IFC) and domain-specific model (DSM).

We adopted a MDE approach to transform information
from the IFC file to the DSM for crowd simulation
(Figure 6). On one hand, the IFC standard is used as the
source model and the IFC file acts as the source instance.
On the other hand, a DSM contains the information format
for crowd simulations. M&S specialists can design the
DSM and the mappings between IFC and DSM. The DSM
instance acts as the target instance, which contains the
actual information for simulations. The DSM instance can
be generated based on the IFC file and the mappings
defined.
Based on these ideas, we propose a MDE-based semiautomatic data collection method. The idea is to filter the
data needed from the IFC file, use MDE techniques to
build a DSM, and finally generate initial files for crowd
models (Figure 7). This approach uses the following steps:







file collection: in this step, we query and filter the
data needed from the IFC file;
building the DSM for the specific simulation
purposes;
mapping IFC to DSM: we define mappings between
the IFC standard and the DSM;
generating the DSM instance for specific simulation based on the mappings and the data collected
from the IFC file;
generating model inputs for the crowd models using
the DSM instance.

This approach resolves some of the IFC file issues of mentioned in Section 2. It deals with the complexity of IFC
files by letting users analyze the structure of the IFC and
query the elements from an IFC file. In order to handle the
mismatches between the IFC standard and DSM, this
approach allows users to define the DSMs and specify the
mappings between them. The whole process is done semiautomatically: users only need to define the DSM and the
mappings (and the rest is automated). In the following, we
discuss each step in detail.

Figure 7. Model-driven engineering (MDE)-based semi-automatic
data collection approach. CAD: computer-aided design; BIM:
building information modeling; DSM: domain-specific model;
IFC: industry foundation class; DEVS: discrete-event system
specification.

We first need to query and filter the data needed from a
given file. In Wang et al.,58 we studied the hierarchical
diagram of IFC2x3 (Figure 8). For crowd models, we need
to know the layout of the studied area (i.e., walls, doors,
obstacles). This kind of information is stored as subclasses
of IfcElement. Take IfcWall as an example: it contains
coordinates information in IfcLocalPlacement and
IfcProductDefinitionShape. IfcLocalPlacement has the
attributes of IfcAxis2Placement3D with IfcCartesionPoint
(coordinates) and IfcDirection. IfcProductDefinitionShape
could contain IfcPolyline with the explicit geometric
boundary points of its surfaces.
For instance, in Figure 9, IfcLocalPlacement represents
the starting point, while IfcProductDefinitionShape indicates where we can place it (in which direction and how
far). Assume a wall of 8$ 3 2$ 3 4$ starts from (3,2,1)
towards direction (–1,1,1); the point diagonally opposite
the starting point would then be (x - width, y + length,
z + height) = (1,10,5).
There are different tools that allow us to query elements
out of the IFC file. We implemented a prototype using
BIMServer.org,64 a model-driven open-source tool to represent the IFC data. For instance, in Figure 9, we can query
all the IfcWall for each of the floors in the building, obtaining the corresponding (x, y, z) coordinates of the filtered
elements. Note that we could query other element types in
the same manner (e.g., doors, furniture, windows).
The second step focuses on building the DSM for the
specific simulation using MDE techniques. Figure 10
shows an example of such a DSM for a crowd simulation.
All consists of Variables, Configuration and Entities.
Variables has parameters related to the crowd model, such
as CellUnit (the size of each cell), while Configuration
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Figure 8. IfcWall hierarchy in industry foundation class standard (adapted from Ahmed et al.56).

Figure 10. An example of a domain-specific model for simulation
(adapted from Wang et al.58).

Figure 9. IfcWall example (a wall of 8$ × 2$ × 4$ starts from
(3,2,1) towards direction (–1,1,1); the point diagonally opposite
the starting point is (x – width, y + length, z + height) = (1,10,5).

has parameters related to the crowd simulation, such as
IFCFilePath (the location of the IFC file) or CDppPath
(the location of the simulator). Entity is a super-class for
all other sub-entities, and it has the following attributes: id
(sequence number), type (e.g., materials, size), references
of a direction and a starting point with absolute coordinates. Entity has three subclasses: Wall, Door and
Furniture. Door has subclasses ExitDoor and StairDoor.

As we can see, the DSM has a different structure to the
IFC file (which does not cover all the information for a
specific simulation; for example, it does not include information about configuration and variables, as in the DSM).
We can define mappings between the IFC standard and
the DSM (shown in Table 1). As we can see, class names,
structure and attributes look similar but they have differences in syntax and semantics. For example, Direction and
Coordinates in DSM are absolute to a global coordinates
system, while the IFC uses relative coordinates.
Such mapping between may be difficult to find. They
may have many-to-many relationships or complex mismatches. Our work can be extended using existing
model transformation techniques in MDE, such as a
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Table 1. Mapping between industry foundation class (IFC) and
domain-specific model (DSM).
IFC

DSM

IfcElement
IfcWall, IfcRectangleProfileRef
IfcDoor, IfcRectangleProfileRef
IfcFurnishingElement, IfcPolyline
IfcLocalPlacement, IfcCartesianPoint
IfcLocalPlacement, IfcDirection

Entity
Wall
Door
Furniture
Direction
Coordinates

semi-automatic framework to do run-time model transformation, as in Roman et al.,65 or a semantic interoperability
approach, as in Wang et al.66
After this step, the mappings and the IFC instance are
ready, and we can generate the DSM instance for a specific
simulation. We built a prototype to combine the above
steps, in order to generate the DSM instance. This tool can
load the extracted data from the IFC file; then, it generates
this DSM instance with XMI format (a more general XML
file for model transformation).
Finally, we need to generate initialization files for the
Cell-DEVS crowd model based on the DSM. For instance,
we need the layout of the area under study. Based on the
DSM instance, we can calculate the scale of this area by
finding XMIN (the horizontal ordinate of the left-most
point) and XMAX (the horizontal ordinate of the right-most
point). Similarly, we get YMIN and YMAX for the vertical
ordinates. Then, knowing the size of each cell, we can
compute the number of cells in 3D. After that, we can initialize the state of each cell of the studied area by ‘‘paving’’
the elements according to the DSM instance. Besides, we
can also put in other information as input variables, such
as the size/number of cells, material feature, etc.
Our MDE-based approach is semi-automatic, requiring
additional work to build the DSM and the mappings.
Nevertheless, some BIM tools support plug-in functionalities to manage data. Therefore, besides the MDE-based
approach, we also developed a tool to extract the data
directly from Autodesk Revit architecture, which has a
parametric application programming interface (API) and
BIM add-in functionality. We used the Revit API to filter
parameters, coordinates and other specific information
for the studied area. Specifically, this is done in two
steps: (1) filtering elements and (2) extracting coordinates. For the first step, we used the API to filter the element type (e.g., wall, obstacles, doors, stairs), and then
to extract the parameter properties needed (e.g., length,
width, materials, color). Each element is identified by its
element ID, and we select all elements IDs we need.
Then, based on the filtered elements ID, we extract their
coordinates. After getting the information, we reuse generating model inputs (the fifth step discussed above) to
initialize the model inputs.

Figure 11. CloudRISE (RISE: RESTful interoperability simulation
environment) architecture. XML: extensible markup language;
HTTP: hypertext transfer protocol; URI, uniform resource identifier;
IPC: inter-process communication; Amazon EC2: Amazon elastic
compute cloud.

4.3. Simulation as a service
We have seen how to use Cell-DEVS to build crowd models and how to collect data from CAD/BIM tools. Now,
we will discuss the SimaaS component, which focuses on
integrating crowd modeling and crowd simulation with the
help of cloud computing and SimaaS.
As mentioned in Section 2, although SimaaS has
received some attention, it is still at an early stage. We
view SimaaS as a special case of SaaS. SimaaS provides
simulation services that build on the platform and infrastructure of cloud computing.
Based on these ideas, we have developed CloudRISE,
an extended version of RISE running in the cloud, delivering SimaaS for users. Figure 11 shows its three-layer
architecture.
1)

2)

3)

Simulation infrastructure: this layer supports the
upper layers with the computing and storage infrastructure services available in the cloud. For our
experiments, CloudRISE was installed both in
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2)
and on local servers.
Simulation platform: this layer provides a platform
to facilitate the development, deployment and
management of simulation services. CloudRISE
reuses RISE as middleware between simulation
engines and infrastructure.
SimaaS: this layer provides simulation services that
build on top of the simulation platform. The simulation services are RESTful WSs. Users can invoke
these services through URIs by XML messages
using HTTP methods.
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In our case, we simulate Cell-DEVS models, which are
DEVS models. The ability to execute DEVS models in different operating systems (OSs; e.g., Windows, Linux) and
languages (e.g., C++, Java) has already thoroughly discussed in the DEVS literature. For instance, Mittal and
Risco-Martin67 proposed the ‘‘net-centric DEVS Virtual
Machine kernel’’. The idea is to embed the DEVS kernel
in a virtual machine that can be executed in a local, distributed and real-time environment. The proposed CloudRISE
is similar to the DEVS kernel at the point of decoupling
the model from the simulation platform. The major difference is that the DEVS kernel aims to provide a general
DEVS simulator that can be executed anywhere, while
CloudRISE is able to deploy any kind of simulator in the
cloud, using a middleware to wrap them and expose WSs
for them.
4.3.1. Simulation infrastructure. In its current implementation, we use Amazon EC2 for the simulation infrastructure. Amazon is one IaaS provider (this layer can also use
other IaaS services, such as Microsoft’s Azure or the
Google Application Engine [GAE]). We chose Amazon
EC2 because it supports lower level operations and we can
completely control the infrastructure and build our own
software stack.
We used the Amazon web services management console to manage the Amazon EC2 instances (Figure 12).
Amazon EC2 instances are the fundamental infrastructure
block for computing needs. They are like virtual servers,
where we put our simulation platform and simulation
engines. In order to create Amazon EC2 instances, we
need to specify the Amazon machine image (AMI) and
the instance type (an AMI is a template that contains a
software configuration, including an OS). Our current
implementation uses the Linux AMI. Instance types have
different combinations of central processing unit (CPU)/
graphics processing unit (GPU), memory, storage and networking capacity. We can also customize an instance type

with the appropriate mix of resources. Our current implementation uses micro-instances (they are low cost, providing a small amount of CPU that can be upgraded if
needed). We have two instances – CloudRISE Instance1
and CloudRISE Instance – each with its own public internet protocol (IP). We can start/stop/terminate the instance
state, check the status and control the network traffic using
this console.
4.3.2. Simulation platform. This layer provides a platform
to develop simulation services, hiding the complexity
underlying the software stack. The basic idea is to use the
simulation middleware to link simulation engines, and
then to deliver the services to the upper SimaaS layer.
Each instance can have one or more simulation middleware (such as RISE), and one or more simulation engines
(such as CD++). The simulation service middleware helps
the instance to transmit the message between the simulation engines.
In our implementation, we used RISE. We can deploy
RISE by uploading it to a Tomcat container on Amazon
EC2 instances, or using Elastic Beanstalk to upload its
web application archive (WAR) file automatically. We
modified RISE, allowing the easy addition of new simulation engines. For instance, in order to add the original
CD++ simulator, we upload it to an Amazon EC2
Instance; then, we add a new ../cdppv1 to the URI template ../{ServiceType} of the RISE URI, and link it to the
path of the CD++. Finally, we compile and upload the
new RISE middleware.
As seen in Figure 11, when a message comes from the
upper SimaaS layer (e.g., a control message to stop the
simulation, or an external event at runtime), the execution
session is as follows:
a) RISE gets the XML message from the upper layer;
it parses the message to the inter-process communication (IPC) queue on the Amazon EC2 instance;

Figure 12. Amazon EC2 instances for CloudRISE.
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Table 2. Simulation as a service application programming interfaces in CloudRISE.
URI

METHOD

DESCRIPTION

../cdppv1
../cdppv1/{framework}
../cdppv1/{framework}
../cdppv1/{framework}/simulation
../cdppv1/{framework}/simulation
../cdppv1/{framework}/results
../cdppv1/{framework}/debug

GET
PUT
POST
PUT
GET
GET
GET

Returns all simulation frameworks for a user
Creates a simulation framework
Submits files for a simulation framework (e.g., models, initial files)
Starts the simulation of a framework
Returns the execution status of a framework
Returns the simulation results
Returns debugging information of a simulation

URI: uniform resource identifier.

Figure 13. CloudRISE uniform resource identifier hierarchy for crowd models.

b) the CD++ simulator that resides on the instance
keeps listening to the IPC queue;
c) as long as there is a message in the queue, CD++
will get the message and execute it.

4.3.3. SimaaS. This layer delivers the simulation services
based on the RISE middleware. The original RISE API
includes various services (e.g., ../log for system log, ../
accounts for user account information, ../framework for the
simulation framework, etc.). For simplicity, in CloudRISE,
the SimaaS layer only exposes the API services related to
the simulation framework. Table 2 shows these APIs
(the URIs start from the endpoint, i.e., http://www.
amazon-ec2ip.com:8080/cdpp/sim/workspaces/Tom). In
this URI, ‘‘http://www.amazon-ec2ip.com’’ can be
replaced with any public IP of an Amazon EC2 instance.
Besides, /Tom is a user name; all resources related to this
person will be under this URL.
We now need to simulate the crowd models that were
previously defined. Figure 13 shows an example of the
URI hierarchy in CloudRISE for this. We can see
from this figure that each URI starts from the endpoint

http://www.amazon-ec2ip.com:8080/cdpp/sim (e.g. http://
ec2-184-73-236-191.compute-1.amazonaws.com:8080/cdpp/
sim/workspaces/). It has two users (Tom and Bob), each of
which can use different simulation engines. At present, the
original CD++ is under the ../cdppv1. Furthermore, the
simulation engine can use different frameworks. For example, Tom has the URI ../Tom/cdppv1/evacuation, which
means that Tom has a simulation framework for running an
evacuation model. Each simulation framework can further
have sub-branches with more operations (e.g., ./simulation, ../results and ../debug). For instance, we can issue a
GET HTTP call to ../cdppv1/evacuation/results to get the
simulation results of the evacuation model.
The CloudRISE API, listed in Table 2, shows how we
can integrate the crowd M&S. After we get the crowd
model and its input files, we can use this API to execute
the simulation and get the simulation results. To do so, we
follow the steps below:
1)
2)

name a framework for this simulation, with PUT to
../cdppv1/{framework};
upload crowd models and related files, POST the
files to ../cdppv1/{framework};
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Figure 15. Class diagram of the three-dimensional (3D)
visualization engine (adapted from Freire et al.57).

Figure14. General data flow in the three-dimensional (3D)
visualization tool. IFC: industry foundation class; GUI: graphical
user interface.

3)
4)
5)

start crowd simulation, with PUT to ../cdppv1/
{framework}/simulation;
check simulation status, with GET to ../cdppv1/
{framework}/simulation;
retrieve simulation results, with GET to ../cdppv1/
{framework}/results.

In our simulation scenario, we have a crowd model available (for instance, the Cell-DEVS bi-directional model
introduced in Section 4.1) and the inputs collected from
BIM tools (the initial layout for the Cell-DEVS model
introduced in Section 4.2). Assume that Bob wants to run
this simulation. Bob will follow the steps labeled in Figure
13. First, in order to create a framework, Bob names the
framework as crowd and issues PUT to ../Bob/cdppv1/
crowd. Then, Bob can upload the files (i.e., the crowd
model and the initial layout) via POST to the newly created framework. Now, the simulation is ready to go, and
Bob uses PUT ../Bob/cdppv1/crowd/simulation. Next, Bob
can check the simulation execution status with GET ../
Bob/cdppv1/crowd/simulation. The simulation results are
obtained by GET to ../Bob/cdppv1/crowd/results.

4.4 Three-dimensional visualization
In order to complete the cycle, we now introduce how to
use 3D visualization (see Figure 14). We use a BIM
authoring tool (in order to import and use the IFC files).
The crowd simulation results contain different kinds of
information that might not be useful for visualization
(including synchronization messages for controlling the
simulation phase and time). The parser deals with this
issue. The 3D visualization engine provides different animation functions for the crowd movement. The engine
uses the parsed simulation results, the crowd model and
the collected inputs from the IFC file (Section 4.2).
Specifically, the collected data can tell us (Xmin, Ymin)
and (Xmax, Ymax), which constitute the bounding box of
the building. Besides, the Cell-DEVS crowd model tells us

the cell dimensions, in order to know how many cells
should be in the area. Based on this information, we can
establish the exact coordinates of each cell.
The 3D visualization engine has been built using the
model-view-controller (MVC) design pattern. Figure 15
shows its class diagram. The controller CDVizController is
for the key logic. The LogLine class keeps records of lines
from the parsed log. The simulation grid is represented by
an array of GridCell objects, which keeps track of the persons in each cell. PersonModel is responsible for visualization of each person with different models, allowing a
person to be represented in different ways: if the crowd
model does not include the direction information, we use a
cube (implemented in BlockPersonModel); if we have
direction information, we can use either cones pointing to
the direction, or realistic models (avatars). Cone models
are implemented in ArrowPersonModel, while avatars are
implemented by the class RealisticPersonModel.
In our case, we implemented a prototype using 3ds
Max, which has key framing ability for person animations,
allowing a smooth transition between continuous key
frames. For instance, in the realistic person model, we first
prepare an animation file for the movements of a person.
We use the Motion Mixer API of 3ds Max to mix all the
animations from this file. Due to the different coordinate
systems of the Cell-DEVS model and 3ds Max, we need a
transformation of coordinates. This is done by applying a
scaling and coordinate system transformation to the studied area (in our case, it is implemented in the
CDVizController class). We also provided a graphical user
interface (GUI) to improve usability (seen in Figure 16).
The user uses the GUI to load the crowd model and inputs
files and simulation results. It also allows the user to focus
on parts of the studied area (e.g., hiding floors or focusing
on a specific person). This function is implemented in
the CDVizController class, by applying the hide/unhide
MAXScript functions on the corresponding PersonModel.
For instance, Figure 17 shows the visualization results
for the crowd model presented in Section 4.1 at two different times. In this case, we chose the block models for representing the crowd.
The N and S pedestrians can be identified with different
colors. The tool helps the designers to observe crowd
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Figure 16. Graphical user interface (GUI) for the 3ds Max visualization tool. 3D: three-dimensional.

Figure 17. Three-dimensional (3D) simulation results using the
3D visualization tool: (a) t = 50 s; (b) t = 100 s.

movements with different perspectives. This visualization
also helps us to verify the behavior of the Cell-DEVS
model. It can detect unexpected scenarios (e.g., a person
missing after a collision). It will display the error messages with the time and location of the person.

Figure 18. The composition layer in the cloud. SimaaS:
simulation as a service.



5. Composition of components
As discussed in Section 3, the integration process of the
components needs to be formalized and automated to make
it simple for the designers to reproduce the whole process.
To solve this issue, in this section, we discuss the composition layer of the proposed architecture.
The composition layer is for deploying all the components related to crowd M&S in the cloud and defining
workflows of the integration process. Figure 18 illustrates
its overall conceptual structure. It consists of the component deployment, the workflow engine and the workflow
repository.


Component deployment: it is responsible for
deploying the components in the cloud. A component provides its functionality as an interface for
other people (a simulation service, a tool, a script,



etc.). Component providers from different domains
have access to the cloud infrastructure. After a
component is developed, its provider can upload it
to make it reusable.
Workflow engine: it is responsible for defining
workflows of the available components. A workflow engineer is in charge of building workflows
by linking the components. Here, we have used the
Taverna, which supports RESTful WSs, and we
have integrated Taverna and RISE.
Workflow repository: it is responsible for sharing
the workflows for reuse by keeping existing workflows in the cloud. Workflow engineers reuse the
workflows, and building designers can specify the
workflow inputs and execute using a workflow
engine in the cloud. In our case, we used
myExperiment68 as the workflow repository.

In order to achieve our goals, at first, we need to consider
the crowd M&S components. We divided them into two
categories: crowd simulation services (such as SimaaS in
CloudRISE) and crowd M&S tools (such as BIM, CD++
and 3ds Max). On one hand, the crowd simulation services
are accessible via the web. Therefore, a workflow can
invoke these simulation services directly. For example,
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SimaaS in CloudRISE uses RESTful WSs, which already
encapsulate simulation engines and their environment.
Thus, we can use the TavernaRESTful WS module to call
these services. On the other hand, the crowd M&S tools
provide particular functions for crowd M&S. As discussed
above, in order to let the workflow invoke the tool, the provider has to make it reusable. In our implementation, we
let the provider deploy the tool in the cloud. The provider
may have to install the necessary dependencies for this
component; for example, the IFC data collection tool
can take the inputs of the IFC file and DSM, and then it
can generate the outputs of the DSM and the initial input
files for the models. After the provider deploys the IFC
data collection tool in the cloud, the workflow can invoke
it and link its inputs and outputs with other components.
Based on these ideas, we can build a workflow to execute the crowd M&S. Figure 19 shows the overall view of
the workflow for the simulation scenarios. In general, it
takes the inputs of crowdModel (the cell-DEVS crowd
model), DSMmodel (the DSM including the particular
information for the crowd simulation), the IFCfile (including the building information of the studied area) and a
‘‘framework’’ (a string name to describe the new crowd
simulation framework). The output of this workflow is the
parsedLogFile (the parsed simulation results that can be
visualized in 3ds Max). The designer can simply provide
these inputs, and run this workflow using the Taverna
Engine, which will run the workflow and generate the
parsed simulation results. After these are ready, the
designer can use the GUI presented in Section 4.4 to
visualize them in 3ds Max.
As we can see in Figure 19, in order to start the workflow, the crowd model should be ready (for instance, the
bi-directional Cell-DEVS model of Section 4.1). The input
parameter crowdModel records the model’s location. This
location can be either a uniform resource locator (URL)
that indicates to a model repository, or a file path in the
cloud. In order to integrate the CAD/BIM data with the
crowd model, we need to extract information from the
studied area as the model’s inputs. IFC2CDpp is the crowd
M&S tool for this task: it takes the input parameters of
DSMModel and IFCfile, and it then collects input data
(Section 4.2). Then, it generates the outputs of the DSM
and the initial files (e.g., the layout file and the initial parameters) as inputs for the crowd model. After these are
ready, it is combined with the crowdModel as inputs for
another two crowd M&S tools (XML Configuration and
Files2Zip). XML Configuration is a tool for generating the
XML configuration file for the simulation, and Files2Zip
is a tool for compressing the files to be updated to the
simulation framework. At this point, we have the crowd
model and its inputs ready. We now need to define a new
simulation experiment to start the simulation.

Figure 19. Overall workflow in Taverna.

As described in Section 4.3, we provide SimaaS in
CloudRISE. To use the services, we need to invoke
them in the workflow (light boxes in the middle of
Figure 19). CreateFramework helps us create a new
framework for the crowd model. It uses TavernaRESTful
WS, which PUTs the XML configuration file to http://ec2184-73-236-191.compute-1.amazonaws.com:8080/cdpp/sim/
workspaces/Tom/cdppv1/crowdFramework. In this URI,
crowdFramework is the value of the input parameter framework of the workflow. Next, SendZipModelFile POSTs the
zip file generated from Files2Zip. Now, the simulation is
ready to start. StartSimulation calls PUT to the ../simulation
URI, and it starts the simulation. Then, WaitSimulation
checks the simulation execution status using GET on URI
../simulation. When the simulation finishes, the results are
available in a zip file, and we use GetResults (sending GET
to the URI ../results). Then, the extractLOGFile extracts the
simulation results and passes it to 3DVizParser, which parsers the simulation results to be visualized in the 3D
visualization.
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Figure 20. Building with three floors and pathways.

Figure 21. Evacuation simulation result of sample building.

In addition, we can share the workflow on myExperiment. For
instance, the workflow in Figure 19 can be found at http://
www.myexperiment.org/workflows/3960.html. As discussed
earlier, a designer can now download this crowd simulation
workflow, specify the workflow inputs and execute the workflow in a Taverna workflow engine available in the cloud.

6. Case study: crowd behavior analysis
for emergency planning
In this section, we present a complete crowd M&S study
using the proposed architecture. We discuss how the
designer can reuse the components and the workflow mentioned above. The study presented here focuses on emergency planning. Emergency planning has drawn attention
in building design and related applications in terms of
human safety and property security.69 In this section, we
consider a one-directional crowd model in a multi-floor
building.33,58 The objective is to show how the integrated
architecture is able to help the designers to study the

evacuation time of crowds and make decisions between
alternatives.
The emergency evacuation model is a Cell-DEVS
model built to determine the evacuation time and the occupancy level of a building under emergency conditions. The
building under study has multiple floors connected by
stairwells, presented in Figure 20. Here, the black cells
represent walls; the gray cells represent exits (the four
cells at the bottom of Floor 1) or stairs (the rest of the gray
cells). There are exit doors on the first floor. In the case of
emergencies, people try to evacuate along the pathway on
each floor, moving down towards the exits. Each cell contains the information of direction to the exit. The pathway,
shown in Floor 1 in Figure 21, is implemented using a
Voronoi diagram of the exit route. It starts with the neighbors near the exits/stairs, it assigns each neighbor a direction to the exits/stairs, then it repeats this process in the
neighboring cells. Finally, each cell will have a direction
that points to the shortest path to the exit/stairs. Each person occupies a cell and the behavior of this person depends
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Table 3. Cell states and definitions of the emergency
evacuation model.
State

Color

Name

State

1
2
3
4
5
6

Wall
Exit
S
S Occupied
E
E Occupied

8
9
10
11
12
13

7

N

14

Color

Name
N Occupied
W
W Occupied
Top of Stairs
Top Occupied
Bottom
of Stairs
Bottom
Occupied

Note: Color available in the online version of this article.

on the cell state, presented in Table 3. Besides walls (state
1) and exits (state 2), cells can be either occupied (e.g.,
states 4, 6, 12) or unoccupied (e.g., states 3, 5, 13).
The simulation rules will be listed in descending order
according to their priorities. To avoid collisions we used
different priorities to move (e.g., S . E . N . W), and
only the person with the highest priority can move (note
that the order of these priorities is just an example and they
can be customized). The rules of this model can be categorized as follows33:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

someone enters a cell;
someone moves out of a cell;
someone moves from a cell to a stairwell;
someone enters a stairwell;
someone exits a stairwell.

In the following, we show a few examples of the implementation of these rules.
- Someone enters a cell: the rules in this group focus on
the empty cells and they are executed when an empty
cell is ready to accept a person from a nearby cell (i.e.,
N, S, W, E) or a stair. The following example shows a
subset of the rules used for this purpose:
Rule : 4 100 { (0,0,0) = 3 and ( (0,1,0) = 10
or (-1,0,0) = 4 or (0,-1,0) = 6 or
(-1,0,0) = 14 or (1,0,0) = 14 or (0,1,0) = 14
or (0,-1,0) = 14 )} .
Rule : 10 100 { (0,0,0) = 9 and ( (1,0,0) = 8
or (0,1,0) = 10 or (-1,0,0) = 4 or
(-1,0,0) = 14 or (1,0,0) = 14 or (0,1,0) = 14
or (0,-1,0) = 14 )}
Each empty cell contains the information of direction,
which means that if this cell is occupied, the person in this
cell should follow this direction to evacuate. The first rule

says that the current cell is empty, and its direction information is to the S. In this case, if a person wants to enter,
the cell becomes occupied. Likewise, the second rule
shown as an example has a similar logic; the only difference is that the direction information in the cell is to the E
instead of to the S.
- Someone exits a stairwell: the following rules are
used for the occupied stairs cells; they change to
empty if the current cell is occupied and there are
empty cells nearby:
Rule : 13 100 { (0,0,0) = 14 and ( (1,0,0) = 3
or (1,0,0) = 5 or (1,0,0) = 7 or
(1,0,0) = 9 or (-1,0,0) = 3 or (-1,0,0) = 5 or
(-1,0,0) = 7 or (-1,0,0) = 9 or
(0,1,0) = 3 or (0,1,0) = 5 or (0,1,0) = 7 or
(0,1,0) = 9 or
(0,-1,0) = 3 or (0,-1,0) = 5 or (0,-1,0) = 7
or (0,-1,0) = 9) }
Rule : 11 100 { (0,0,0) = 12 and (0,0,-1) =
13 }
The first rule says that if the current cell is an occupied
stair and there is an empty cell to its N, S, W or E, then the
cell turns out to be empty. The second rule says that if the
current cell is an occupied stair cell and there is an empty
cell to its downstairs, then the person goes down.
When we execute this model, we can obtain varied
simulation results. The results can be visualized using traditional tools. In our case, the simulation showed that the
crowds evacuate orderly following the behaviors defined.
Figure 21 shows a test for a building with five floors
(20 3 20 cells on each floor); from left to right shows
Floors 1–5. The building design has a single stairwell (in
the middle of each floor). People try to evacuate through
the stairwell, and leave through the main door in Floor 1.
The occupancy level is adjustable so that an optimal occupancy can be determined. We used a 50% occupation rate
(730 persons), and it took 205 s to be fully evacuated.
Once a Cell-DEVS model like this one is developed,
we can store it in the SimaaS middleware. In order to start
a crowd simulation, this model firstly needs the layout
information of the studied area from CAD/BIM tools. To
do so, we use the data collection component (Section 4.2).
In our case, this uses the standardized IFC files to build
the DSM instance and then generates the initial files.
For instance, Figure 22 shows the IFC file of this case in
Revit.
For the DSM, the designer can use the methods and
tools presented in Section 4.2. The tool for building the
DSM instance requires two inputs: the DSM and its mappings with the IFC standard. The following example shows
a part of the results of a DSM instance in XML after this
step:
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Figure 22. Industry foundation class loading in Revit for the sample building.

\ ?xml version="1.0" encoding="ASCII" ? .
\ EVA:ALLxmlns:xmi="http://www.omg.org/XMI" . .
\ Configuration IFCVersion="Ifc2x3" IFCFile="eva.IFC"
initialFiles="eva.val;eva.inc;eva.ma" / .
\ DEVSVariablescell_size="24" cell_x="109" cell_y="43" cell_z="3" / .
\ entitySetxsi:type="EVA:Wall" id="195643" type="Basic Wall:Generic - 8":249"
width="0.6666667" length="12.0" .
\ startingPoint X="-48.333332" Y="20.333334" Z="24.0"/ .
\ direction Xdir="-1.0" Ydir="0.0" Zdir="0.0"/ .
\ /entitySet .
.
\ entitySetxsi:type="EVA:Door" id="181862" type="36" x 84"" width="0.0"
length="3.0" .
\ startingPoint X="4.9112697" Y="-5.993986" Z="12.0"/ .
\ direction Xdir="-1.0" Ydir="0.0" Zdir="0.0"/ .
\ wallBelonged .
\ startingPoint X="4.577936" Y="19.4317" Z="12.0"/ .
\ direction Xdir="0.0" Ydir="-1.0" Zdir="0.0"/ .
\ /wallBelonged .
\ /entitySet .
.
\ entitySetxsi:type="EVA:Furniture" id="181832" type="96" x 96"" .
\ polygonSet .
\ coordinateSet X="-35.333336" Y="-3.8333333" Z="2.5"/ .
\ coordinateSet X="-33.333336" Y="-3.8333333" Z="2.5"/ .
\ coordinateSet X="-33.333336" Y="-8.833333" Z="2.5"/ .
\ /polygonSet .
.
\ /entitySet .
\ /EVA:ALL .
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Figure 23. Workflow defined in Taverna for automating web-based simulation using simulation as a service services.

The XML file consists of all the simulation information
needed from the building. As we can see, it records configuration information (e.g., IFCVersion, IFCFile and
initialFiles names), variables (e.g., cell_size, number of
cells) and entity information (e.g., EVA:Wall, EVA:Door,
EVA:Furniture). For example, the Wall shown uses id
(19,564), width (0.67), length (12.0), startingPoint (–48.3,
20.3, 24.0) and direction (–1.0, 0.0, 0.0, which means it
points to the negative x-axis).
Based on the DSM XML instance file, the designer can
reuse the tools in Section 4.2 to generate the initialization
files. For instance, some variables generated after this step
are XMIN (the horizontal ordinate of the left-most point)
and XMAX (the horizontal ordinate of the right-most
point), Cell_SIZE (the size of each cell), and Cell_X,
Cell_Y, Cell_Z (the number of cells in each dimension).
This step can also generate initial values for each cell. For
instance, (22,26,0)=0 means that the cell with the
number 22nd in the x-coordinate and 26th in the y-coordinate on Floor 1 is Empty (0).
Once the data extracted from the CAD/BIM tool is
ready, the designer can reuse the SimaaS services of
CloudRISE (Section 4.3) to run the simulation. However,
using SimaaS services still needs several steps. For example, the designer needs to choose the right URL and HTTP
methods to start an experiment, upload the initialized files,

execute the simulation and get the simulation results. To
automate this process, we provide a workflow defined in
Taverna (Figure 23). Using this workflow, the designer
only needs three inputs: the emergency model file and the
initial files generated, an XML to configure the SimaaS
experiment and a new experiment name (for instance, evacuation). Then, the designer can run the workflow using
the Taverna Engine in the cloud. The workflow can run
the simulation and generate the output log file after it
finishes. In our case, the workflow is available at http://
www.myexperiment.org/workflows/2873.html.
After the simulation is done, the designer can access the
simulation framework through the hypertext markup language (HTML). Figure 24 shows the HTML representation
of this experiment ../evacuation. The execution status and
the links of its results can be seen.
After this, the designer can use the advanced 3D
Visualization component (Section 4.4) to see the simulation results in Autodesk 3ds Max. The designer can reuse
the simulation results parser to get the information (e.g.,
time, position, direction and occupation of each cell).
Then, the designer can load these results in 3ds Max.
Figure 25 shows how the results look from different perspectives: for example, (a) a realistic visualization in the
main exit; (b) an arrow visualization on the top of building; (c) crowd movement in a stairwell; and (d) crowd
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Figure 24. Simulation as a service simulation framework hypertext markup language representation for the experiment/evacuation.

Figure 25. Three-dimensional visualization results in different perspectives: (a) a realistic visualization in the main exit; (b) an arrow
visualization on the top of building; (c) crowd movement in a stairwell; and (d) crowd movement in different floors.
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Figure 26. Building occupancy versus evacuation time for design alternatives (original design, relocating the doors or adding more
stairs). Adapted from Wang et al.33

movement in different floors. The GUI also allows the
designer to filter specific floors and focus on individuals
for better tractability and visibility. The demo of this case
study can be found at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u5idq-PDLck.
At the composition layer of the proposed architecture,
workflow engineers can link the components mentioned
above to increase the automation of the whole process.
They can find and repurpose related workflows in the repository. For instance, in this case, they can reuse the workflow described in Figure 19. The workflow takes the inputs
of crowdModel (the evacuation model presented above),
DSMmodel (the DSM with information for the crowd
simulation), IFCfile (the IFC file of the building design)
and framework (the name of the new experiment). The output of this workflow is the parsedLogFile (the parsed
simulation results that can be visualized). To use the workflow, a designer only needs to specify the inputs. In this
case, a designer can pass specific inputs (for instance, this
emergency model, the same DSM used in Section 4.2, the
IFC file of the studied building and the experiment name
../evacuation). Then, the designer can run this workflow
using the Taverna Engine in the cloud. The workflow helps
the designer collecting the information, running the simulation and parsing the results. After the simulation results
are ready, the designer can use the GUI to visualize them
in Autodesk 3ds Max (as shown in Figure 25).
Now, a complete application based on the proposed
architecture is available for studying crowds under emergency scenarios. The designers can run this workflow multiple times to evaluate alternatives in order to improve
their final design. For instance, a designer might want to
test the evacuation time with different occupancy levels
for their designs. To do so, they can export the IFC files
from their designs and run the workflows of their interest.
Figure 26 shows an example. Designers obtained different
results for design alternatives (original design, relocating
the doors, or adding more stairs). The idea was to reproduce the workflow to extract floor data, run the simulation

in the cloud, and visualize the results obtained. For all
designs shown in Figure 26, when the occupancy level
increases, the corresponding evacuation needs more time
with a roughly linear manner. However, the relocating
design shows a least increasing rate when the occupancy
level increases. Therefore, this kind of application can tell
the designers that the relocating design is the best alternative in terms of reducing the evacuation time in an emergency case.

7. Conclusion
We presented an architecture and a general integration
methodology to combine all the components needed for
crowd simulation (CAD/BIM data collection, crowd modeling, crowd simulation and 3D visualization) in the cloud.
We showed how to use a MDE approach to collect data
from CAD/BIM tools, building Cell-DEVS crowd models
and using SimaaS middleware to run crowd simulations,
and 3D visualization of simulation results. We defined
workflows to automate the process and used a repository
to share the workflow. We illustrate the use of the architecture with a case study in emergency planning, which illustrates the advantages (distributed deployment, simulationbased design and collaborative development) of the
approach.
The main contributions include the following.
1)

2)

A unified approach for combing loosely coupled
components (data collection, modeling, simulation
and visualization) into a whole system. This
component-oriented approach not only provides
interfaces to reuse each component, but also promotes the collaborative development among users
from different disciplines.
Different Cell-DEVS models for crowd behaviors,
showing the advantages of Cell-DEVS theory for
modeling complex behavior of crowds.
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Different solutions for CAD/BIM data collection
(directly or using MDE), SimaaS services for
crowd simulation and 3D visualization with realistic crowd entities. Besides, we deployed these
solutions in the cloud to increase their reusability
and accessibility.
Workflows to formalize and automate the integration process of the proposed components. Users
can easily replace components and modify the
workflow for their particular purposes. Besides,
these workflows can be stored in a workflow repository for reuse.

This work promotes collaborative development among
people from different disciplines (e.g., modelers, builders,
architects, building designers, workflow engineers, data
analysts). Each person can focus on a specific activity in
crowd M&S and provide a component for others. People
can provide new components or reuse the existing components in the cloud. Besides, each component can be composed as part of a workflow, allowing the automation of
the crowd M&S process. This kind of workflow hides the
technical details inside the components. Building designers
can test their designs by executing workflows. Therefore,
it can lead to faster decision-making between designs and
improve building design before construction has begun.
This kind of application can increase the reusability of
crowd M&S activities and improve productivity.
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